
Setting up for success
Our handy guide to creating a successful holiday let
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Setting up for success01
Why is setting up important?

You will attract more guests and bookings to your property by setting it up in the  

best way possible.

Having a clear plan of how things are going to look before you start to let is so important  

to the success of your property.

Think carefully about the guests needs as well as your own and think about the guests  

your property is most likely attract, and set it up to match their needs.

Who are your guests?

First, you need to determine what type of guest your property is most suited to, based on size,  

character, features and location etc.

Doing this allows you to provide thoughtful touches specific to your typical guests, this will 

enhance the experience for the guests.

While couples may be looking for a cosy little spot to unwind, larger groups will be looking  

for sociable spaces to get together. Think about this when planning your style and layout.
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We are here to help

Successfully setting up a holiday let is far from an easy task, so why not let us help steer you  

in the right direction. 

This guide provides you with the basics of how to set up your holiday let, but everybody’s 

properties are different - so why not let us steer the way?
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First Impressions Count02
There are no two chances at a first impression” 

On arrival at a property, our guests’ expectations are very high. After flicking through  

the great photos on our website they will have built up an image and expectation  

of what the house will be presented like. 

Exterior

It doesn’t take much to make your property attractive from the outside; a clean and  

fresh exterior, good lighting for late arrivals and delightful hanging baskets can make  

a charming first impression.

“

Things to consider

•  Make sure the outdoor area is tidy  

(clear up leaves, wipe down furniture, etc.)

• Mow the lawn

• Regularly paint walls and fences 

•  Leave an indoor and outdoor light  

on for late arrivals

•  Create an area for guests to store their 

shoes or their muddy walking boots  

after a day of exploring
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Interior

This is your chance to make guests feel right at home from the moment they step inside  

- make it count. A warm and inviting property helps to fade away the stresses of the journey,  

and it’s easy to do.

Menai Top Tip

Invest in a SMART thermostat system, you can  

then control the heating from your phone.

Things to consider

•  Ensure that all lights and appliances  

are in working order and ready to use

•  If it’s cold outside, put the heating  

on and lay the fire before arrival 

•  Make sure that the hot water  

is on before arrival
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L iving Space03
There is nothing more important than having the space  

for all your family and friends to socialise together. 

Strive to make this space as homely as possible, try to add some personal touches to make  

it welcoming for your guests.

With seating, ensure there is comfy space for every guest to relax and socialise together  

after a tiring day of exploring North Wales.

Things to consider

•  Offer plentiful seating that is comfortable, 

with extra cushions available

•  A large coffee table allows guests  

to get the board games rolling

•  Provide small side tables with each seat 

for resting drinks on

•  A Smart TV with the capability  

to provide subscription services  

(Netflix, Amazon Prime Video etc.)  

is a certain winner

•  Mood lighting and inspiring artwork help 

create a more homely environment

•   Current magazines and local information 

flyers are a nice personal touch

•  Instructions on how to use all the 

appliances is a must
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Kitchen04
The kitchen is very much the heart of the home and the  

main space for entertaining, even more so when it comes  

to a self-catering holiday. 

With more time on their hands, guests are likely to spend longer in the kitchen than  

they would at home. With this in mind, make it an attractive, well-equipped space that 

everybody can enjoy.

Things to consider

•  Ensure kitchen is clean and clutter free, 

with a place for each item

•  Replace any cracked/chipped items,  

as well as non-stick pans and  

worn ovenware

•  Include at least 2 sets of crockery, glasses 

and cutlery per person

•  Replace/sharpen kitchen knives  

when required

•  Double ovens and microwaves  

offer maximum convenience

•  Items such as whisks,  

food processors and baking  

equipment are welcomed extras

•  Provide simple-to-use appliances  

that require minimal instruction

•  Consider additions such as  

cleaning products, dishwasher tablets 

and tea towels
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Menai Top Tip

Dishwasher or washer/dryer? We would suggest  

a dishwasher, but both would be great.
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Dining Room05
Guests are more likely to take time to sit down and eat together while 

on holiday, so make your dining area a warm and welcoming place 

for everyone to enjoy.

Eating together means laughing, joking, and chatting while reliving the experiences  

of the day and planning the events of tomorrow. 

Things to consider

•  Ensure every seat is easy to access  

and there are enough chairs for all  

your guests

•  A large dining table allows you to cater  

for a range of guests

•  A high-quality dining suite helps  

create a place where people  

want to eat together

•   Provide a table cloth, table mats  

and matching cutlery and crockery  

for a smart finish

•  Low-level mood lighting makes the space 

more welcoming
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Bedroom06
A good night’s sleep is what everyone desires when on holiday.  

It is imperative that the furniture and fittings in every bedroom  

are high in both quality and style.

From a comfortable mattress to matching furnishings, take careful consideration to ensure 

that your guests wake up on the right side of the bed.

Things to consider

•  A mixture of bedroom configurations 

will appeal to different groups of guests 

(double / twin / zip link beds)

•  When it comes to bed size,  

the bigger the better. King-size beds  

are welcome, however super king-size  

is a certain winner

•  Comfortable mattresses and pillows are 

essential; invest as much as you can here

•  Have extra blankets/quilts available  

in case they are needed

•  Provide at least 2 pillows per person

•   Bedding must be high-quality, clean and 

with a simple style that matches curtains 

and other soft furnishings

•  Bedside tables with lights, wardrobe 

space with hangers, a chest of drawers  

and a full-length mirror make it more 

homely and practical

•  Provide plug sockets next to beds  

for charging devices

•  Mattress & pillow protectors can  

lengthen the life of your bedding
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Menai Top Tip

Black-out blinds/curtains help towards  

a good night’s sleep.
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Bathrooms07
The bathroom is another space where guests often spend more  

time whilst on holiday.

Never underestimate the indulgence of a soothing soak after a long day exploring  

all North Wales has to offer.

Don’t hold back on the quality of your bathroom fittings – treat your guests. Think freestanding 

baths, rainfall showers and plush towels to further enhance their experience.

Things to consider

•  Ensure showers are powerful and hot 

water is reliable

•  Bath towels should be as soft, large and 

high-quality as possible

•  Provide at least one bath towel and one 

hand towel per person

•  At least one bathroom for every two 

bedrooms is an ideal ratio

•  Provide cleaning products that may 

encourage guests to clean after use

•  Don’t forget extras such as bath mats  

and ample toilet roll

•  Power showers, high-quality mirrors and 

heated towel rails are welcome additions

•  Complimentary toiletries are a thoughtful 

extra touch
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Technology08
Technology is a huge part of everyone’s daily life now. Not offering  

Wi-Fi or other forms of technology could be the make or break  

of a potential booking.

Things to consider

•  Quick and stable Wi-Fi is the minimum 

expectation, especially for those looking  

to stream films or check work emails

•  Smart TVs with streaming subscriptions 

are extremely popular

•  Games consoles offer something  

to do on a rainy day

•  Virtual personal assistants  

(Alexa, Google Assistant, etc.)  

could top it all off

•  Bluetooth speakers are  

a welcome addition

•  All devices should be simple  

to use and unobtrusive
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Menai Top Tip

Have either your housekeeper or yourself check all the appliances  

after every stay to ensure they are working for future guests.
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09Garden

Think of the garden as an extra room to your property,  

where your guests are going to spend a lot of their downtime  

during warmer weather. 

With this in mind, finish it off with just as much thought and care as your interior. After all it may 

be the first thing a guest sees as they arrive.

Even smaller garden spaces can be made welcoming with clever planting and stylish furniture.

Things to consider

•  Ensure your garden is both  

enclosed and secure if accepting 

children and/or pets

•  Think about when and where  

the sun hits your garden when  

planning the layout

•  Consider outdoor storage,  

BBQs and toys for the children

•  Consider how much maintenance your 

garden will need and if you will be able  

to keep on top of it

•  Hot tubs are a sure-fire winner towards 

achieving more bookings, we can bring  

you exclusive discounts on these  

as a Menai owner 
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Menai Top Tip

If you are adding a hot tub, installing an outdoor  

hot water tap will save time and money.
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10Going the extra mile

The smallest of thoughtful touches will make your guests  

feel welcome. It makes their experience feel more personal,  

rather than being just another booking in the calendar.

Let the games begin

Keeping the children amused  

is a life-saver for parents, and you can 

help them. Whether it’s leaving a football 

in the shed, a selection of board games  

in a drawer for a rainy day, or a range  

of books for bedtime, parents deserve  

to enjoy their holiday too!

Treat your guests

Wouldn’t it be nice for your guests  

to find some milk, tea and coffee  

on arrival? Maybe even some biscuits  

or a cake on the side? A local specialty  

is even better, Bara Brith or Welsh cakes 

will give a real local flavour.

Don’t forget the pets

Pets are taken on almost 1 in 3 holidays, 

so why not provide them with a little 

welcome pack of their own? Thoughtful 

touches such as a food bowl, selection  

of treats and even a guide to the best  

dog walks nearby will make pets feel  

as welcome as the rest. 

Thanks a bunch

Something as simple as a bouquet  

of flowers can offer a charming welcome, 

and will look fabulous in the right room. 

Find a tasteful vase and choose the  

best table on which to display them  

for guaranteed brownie points.
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A warm welcome

A fire doesn’t only offer warmth,  

it also makes a place feel welcoming, 

conjuring images of cosy nights in with 

loved ones. Make sure the woodpile  

is fully stacked and the coal bucket  

is full. If it’s cold, ensure the fire is ready  

for your guests to light on arrival.  

Guests may not know how to use open 

fires and woodburning stoves, so be sure 

to leave them some instructions. 

Share your knowledge

A little local knowledge goes a long,  

long way when you’re on holiday.  

So please make sure you provide  

a guest book full of helpful tips and 

advice on what to do, where to eat  

and drink and where to get a taxi from.  

It’s always nice to let guests make their 

own recommendations in a guest book 

too. Don’t forget to leave the drawer full  

of leaflets of local attractions too!
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Adding Value11
Give your holiday let the best chance of becoming a success  

by making it stand out from the rest. Aim for the highest tick rating 

that you can, wow potential guests with your features and décor,  

and strive to offer a totally unique and memorable experience.

Our figures show that the most effective ways to increase revenue are to welcome pets,  

provide WiFi and offer your guests the luxury of a hot tub. These may cost a little more money,  

or take a little bit more of your time and effort, but the uplift in revenue will certainly be worth it.

That being said, never underestimate the need for a comfortable, clean and tidy holiday home  

that does the basics well. If you fall into this category, then we would still love to work with you.

It’s not just extra features that can bring in more money, we can do this for you too – just sign 

up to our Short Breaks and our Income Maximisation pricing strategy and we will do the rest. 

Our figures show that owners who accept short breaks and adopt a flexible pricing strategy 

will achieve a higher gross revenue than those who don’t.

Short Breaks 

can increase revenue 

by up to 15%

Accepting Pets can 

increase revenue 

by 13%

Income Maximisation  

delivers, on average, 

12% more revenue
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Strong WiFi 

can increase 

revenue by 26%

Hot Tubs 

can increase 

revenue by 37%

In Winter, an  

Open Fire can increase 

revenue by 34.4%
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12Who holidays with us?

Who holidays together?

These figures suggest that couples are our most frequent guests, with groups of adults and 

families also regular bookers. Use this to your advantage – focus on setting up your property 

for the audience who are most likely to stay there.

Adult groups 27.08%

41.23%Couples

14.88%

14.55%

2.02%

5%

Family groups

10% 15% 20% 25%

One Family

% Share of bookings

30% 35% 40%

Solo

45%

It is important to know who your typical guests will be when setting up your holiday let.

This helps you decide on the style and configuration of your furnishings, the features you  

are going to include and ultimately the experience you are going to offer.

To guide you further, here are some facts and stats that tell you exactly who 

holidays with Us, and what they look for in a holiday let.
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Pets are brought along to around 1 in 3 holidays, that’s even more than children! It may take 

more time to clean and more effort to pet-proof your property, however welcoming them 

opens you up to a larger audience of potential customers.

67.37% 32.63%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Bookings

Bookings  
without pets

Additional booking 
made with pets

60% 70% 80% 90%
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What features do guests look for?

Garden 87.28%

90.71%Broadband

79.33%

78.66%

Off road Parking

70.89%

55%

Washing Machine

60% 65%

Dishwasher

70% 75%

% Share of bookings

80% 85% 90% 95%

These were the 5 most popular features among guests in 2019, and they aren’t as extravagant 

as you may think. This shows that guests are looking for a holiday home that does the basics 

well, before focusing on the more expensive features such as hot tubs and saunas.
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13
Menai Holiday Cottages are the leading local agency in North Wales. 

As well as our award-winning agency service, we also offer a fully 

managed service.

Our fully managed service is a bespoke, personal service completely tailored to your needs. 

We can have as little or as much involvement as you require. 

We work with hundreds of local suppliers, tradespeople and businesses to cover all your needs.

Bespoke 
Management Options
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14Benefits of our Managed 
Service Offering

Bespoke  

Packages

Quality  

Monitoring

Monthly  

Inspections 

Property  

Changeovers

Gardening  

Services

Midstay  

& Deep Cleans 

Booking 

Notifications

Our In House  

Handyman 

Advice  

& Guidance

Window  

Cleaning

Hot Tub Cleaning  

and Maintenance

Welcome  

Packs 

Our Local  

Offices

24/7  

Support

Exclusive  

Discounts 

Handling Supplier  

Invoicing

Monitor Guest  

Feedback

Health and  

Safety Compliance 

& much more



For more information, get in touch:
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info@menaiholidays.co.uk

01248 665 150 (Option 3)

www.menaiholidays.co.uk
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Property Equipment 
Checklist15

Holidaymakers love well-equipped properties. The following list includes just about  

everything that you might need for your holiday let to be fully equipped – which is certain  

to please your guests.

Sitting Room

Coffee table with coasters

Comfortable seating for each person 

(including children)

TV & DVD player

Books, maps of the area, puzzles, 

playing cards & DVDs

Visitor book

Heating, woodburner, gas,  

electric or open fire

If you have an open fire, you will need  

tools to go with it, plus a spark guard  

& coal/ash buckets

Log basket (if used)

Christmas decorations for the festive period 

(early December - early January)

Bathroom

Bath or shower – or better still – both

Basin

Toilet

A heated towel rail

Hooks on the backs of doors

Bath mat

Shaver point

Plastic beaker for toothbrushes

Toilet paper holder

Toilet brush and holder

Covered bin

Mirror

Lock on door

1 x bath & hand towel per guest
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Bedroom

Good quality beds

Two pillows per person

One pillow protector per pillow & 

one mattress cover per mattress

2 sheets per bed

Mattress protectors

Hooks on door backs

Wardrobe 

3 duvet covers per duvet & 3 matching 

pillowcases (one on the bed, one in the 

cupboard and one in the wash)

Small bedroom chair

Metal wastepaper bin

Manmade fibre duvets with  

a 12 or 13.5 tog rating 

Dressing table or chest of drawers

Table lights or over-bed lights

Coat hangers (6 per person)

Mirror

Stair gates if required

High chair if required

Dining Room

Table & chairs for each person

Two tablecloths or placemats  

for each person

High chair if required
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Kitchen

Gas or electric cooker, with oven and grill, 

all clean and functional

Welcome pack of milk, tea, coffee,  

sugar & bread 

Fridge/freezer

Dishwasher

Microwave oven  

(simple operation essential)

Electric kettle & cafetiere

Toaster

Coffee maker

Washer/dryer

Pie dish

Storage space for crockery

Cutlery box or divided drawer

Storage space for other kitchen 

and cleaning equipment 

Easy-to-clean hygienic worktops 

At least three pans with lids  

(small, medium & large, for up to 5 people) 

Extra or larger pans as needed  

for more than 5 people

Frying pan

Teapot

Milk jug & sugar bowl

Butter dish

Two vegetable dishes

Mixing bowl

Fruit bowl

Colander

Bread bin

Toast rack

Condiment set

Champagne bucket & flutes

Bread knife & chopping board

Ice tray

Sharp vegetable/cooking knife 

Can opener, bottle opener & corkscrew 

Carving knife & fork

Potato peeler 

Kitchen scissors

Whisk

Grater

Ladle

Potato masher
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Garlic press

Wooden cooking spoon

Oven roasting tin

Water jug

Rolling pin

Baking tin

Biscuit/cake tin

Measuring jug

Tray & pizza tray

Two tablecloths or one  

placemat per person

Heat resistant mats for placing under 

hot dishes on the table 

Washing up bowl

Dustpan & brush

Clothes pegs & clothes airer

Mop & bucket

Vacuum cleaner

Plastic storage box with  

basic cleaning materials

Simple laminated instructions  

for appliances 

Waste bin with a lid

A fire blanket & fire extinguisher suitable 

for kitchen fires

Per Guest

Mug

Side plate, dinner plate & dessert plate

Soup/cereal bowl 

Knife & fork

Dessert spoon, soup spoon,  

teaspoon, tablespoon

Egg cup

Large & small glass tumblers 

Wine glass
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16Health and safety  
considerations

It is your responsibility to make sure that your property  

is safe and compliant with health and safety regulations.

Here is a list of checks, certificates and requirements that you may need, or should consider, 

when setting up your holiday let. This will vary based on your own individual property and  

how it is set up for guests.

General Health and Safety

Electrical wiring certificate

PAT testing certificate

Gas certificate

Carbon dioxide monitors present

Private water supply testing certificate

Ladders leading to lofts fixed 

and with handrails

Hot tub guidance/signage available

Furniture labels

Steps are not hazardous

Handrails on stairs

Strong lighting on stairs

Window restrictors

 Swimming pool 

guidance/signage available
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Fire Safety

Completed Fire Risk Assessment Wired-in detectors

Refurbishment

If you are completing/considering improvement of property, contact local 

planning/building authority 

Other

EPC Certificate (properties in Scotland only)
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17A Property of Note
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